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22 of 25 review helpful Can I quit my job and just go rockhounding please By Donna L Hagen This book looks like it 
s going to be a GREAT asset in my mineral hunting I like the way it s set up by state and then by county within the 
state It lists the various sites tells what has been found at each site and by a code explained in the front of the book 
where in each site the minerals were in a field in a mine Here at last is the ultimate guidebook to actual locales that can 
be driven to for collecting rocks minerals and fossils in Alabama Florida Georgia Kentucky Mississippi North 
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5 000 specific sites this Volume 2 includes over 300 to scale maps marked with over 1 000 collecting sites and 
detailed directions on getting there the types of rocks min About the Author Allan W Eckert seven time Pulitzer Prize 
nominee has written 39 books including his award winning Incident at Hawk s Hill and The Frontiersmen plus 
numerous other historical narratives novels and non fiction works as well as books for you 
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